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We want to thank the artists and writers who contributed to this issue, our donors, and our readers.
We chose the theme “private, public” for this issue.
In a seminar he was leading on Dickinson, the poet and critic Richard Howard said something to the
effect that Dickinson did not so much publish her work as much as privish it. In his 1973 essay on her,
Howard discusses at length the many concerns about publishing a poet who definitely wanted to keep her
work under wraps. In that seminar, Howard also questioned Dickinson’s alleged isolation. The Dickinson
houses are on acres close to the center of Amherst. Her windows look over Main Street and passersby
looked back. She was a most public person in her privacy. The museum is closed for restoration, but
ironically enough we can take a 360 degree tour of her bedroom and her views at the museum web site.
Even those of us who gladly put our work (and through implication our lives) out there should have
mixed feelings about sharing too much.
When we sent out the call for submissions on this theme, we stated, “We have written a further description,
but have chosen to keep it private.” We thought this joke was actually far better than my efforts to further
enlighten our contributors and readers on this subject. And to prove me right, our contributors did a far
better job in the art and writing in this issue to bring out the theme. The juxtaposition of these works to
each other adds to the conversation, both publicly and privately.
the Editors
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Public & Confidential
‘Ourself behind ourself, concealed’ (Emily Dickinson)

Recently, it emerged in the newspapers that the late Colombian Nobel laureate and novelist, Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, had a love-child who is now an adult. In the context, newspapers quoted the novelist as saying
to his biographer that ‘All human beings have three lives: public, private, and secret.’
Obviously, of the three lives, the most easily explored is the public one. This version of the self can provide
us with a social identity and role, a passport and a curriculum vitae, the story of a life which tells you about
nothing much except the writer’s acknowledged achievements, education and employment. Private life
traditionally involves that close and complex network of kinship, family, partners and friendship which
sustains and preoccupies us. The home and its equivalents offer us privacies of various kinds and our
houses are often so constructed as to have clearly defined public and more private areas.
But what about the secret life? Where does that exist? In the mind as memories and/or desires and in
dreams and fantasies? Equally, there may be places that are secret to those in the know but hidden from
others: the hotel bedroom, the woods, the dark web. Secrecy and its alibis are often explored in the
secondary worlds of fiction and literature where they are more accessible than in real life.
Drama in particular is an excellent medium for exposing and exploring public, private and secret lives
and the interplay between them. Some of the conventions of stage drama play upon the contrasts between
the public speech or utterance, the private aside and the secrets of the inner life revealed in soliloquy,
that telling convention whereby a character talks to him- or herself and hundreds of us overhear the
‘thoughts’ and state of mind. I think, for example, of fratricidal usurper King Claudius supposedly at
prayer In Hamlet:
My fault is past. But, O, what form of prayer
Can serve my turn? ‘Forgive me my foul murder’!
That cannot be; since I am still possess’d
Of those effects for which I did the murder –
My crown, mine own ambition, and my queen.
Shakespeare was clearly much interested in ‘the mind’s construction’ and the ways in which it could be
destroyed both from within by ‘vaulting ambition’, ‘green-eyed jealousy’ or ungovernable madness and
from without by an Iago, for instance, that embodiment of ‘motiveless malignity’ in Coleridge’s famous
phrase. For three examples, see the great tragedies of Othello, King Lear and Macbeth for sequential
dramatisations of the mind and its destruction by the devices and desires of crooked hearts and seditious
secrets.
In Macbeth, repressed guilt and the secretive need for confession in writing are exposed, when the
Waiting-Gentlewoman says of the sleep-walking Lady Macbeth: ‘I have seen her rise from her bed, throw
her nightgown upon her, unlock her closet, take forth paper, fold it, write upon’t, read it, afterwards seal
it, and again return to bed; yet all this while in a most fast sleep.’ The Doctor perceives in these compulsive,
guilt-laden actions, ‘A great perturbation in nature’ and we are left to analyse the mind’s destruction
which results in Lady Macbeth’s probable suicide and Macbeth’s numbed and desolate reactions to it.
Shakespeare also approaches similarly disturbing subjects in some of his less than ‘sugared’ Sonnets.
Might some of them have been a secret and not intended for publication in his lifetime or even ever? In
Sonnet 129, for instance, sexual desire or rather lust is characterised as follows:
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Th’ expense of spirit in a waste of shame
Is lust in action; and till action, lust
Is perjured, murd’rous, bloody, full of blame,
Savage, extreme, rude, cruel, not to trust;
The sensations alluded to here adjectivally (brutality, violence, culpability, deviousness, intensity, cruelty
and savagery) are all enough to provide material for thrillers and crime dramas and to fill news bulletins
and newspapers. Even given the changes in language since 1609, the link is made here between the sex
drive and madness: ‘Mad in pursuit, and in possession so.’ No wonder one early reader of the Sonnets noted
on the final page ‘What a heap of wretched Infidel Stuff ’ and another completely scored out this sonnet
129 ‘on the compulsive force of lust.’ Shakespeare had already explored secretive Puritan repression of
ungovernable desires through the compelling character of Angelo in Measure for Measure (c.1604).
Times change but it is still as if we sometimes wish, through secrecy, denial and repression, to eliminate the
compromising power of our primal animal instincts and drives which reveal us to be primitive primates
dressed in our own minds as rational sophisticates. Laws and conventions are designed to socialise us and
to criminalize harmful behaviour. Psychology and criminology can explore the darker secrets of human
nature and there are some aspects of the criminal mind which would be repellent to learn. As Freud said,
‘The principal task of civilization, its actual raison d’être, is to defend us against nature.’ Or as Joe Orton
wittily put it in his play called What the Butler Saw, ‘The body has a mind of its own.’
Another writer who explored aspects of her many selves was Emily Dickinson. Indeed, as records
stand, our knowledge of her public life is relatively limited and her home life and times in Amherst,
Massachusetts, appear to have been constrained. We have her letters and some documentary evidence.
The Soul selects her own Society –
Then – shuts the Door –
Her secretive and inner life as a writer, however, is now comparatively well documented in the poems
and fragments she famously left behind for her sister Lavinia to find. Not surprisingly, some of these
poems explore cryptically the secrets of existence and continue to exercise scholars and biographers. It is
important to remember that these are not mere confessions to a journal but original works of literary art.
I’m Nobody! Who are you?
The following poem would be worth reading in full in this context because it explores personae and daily
routines with what appears to be vulnerable if not wounded frankness, suggesting that the life within has
somehow been permanently damaged:
‘I tie my Hat – I crease my Shawl –
Life’s little duties do – precisely –
As the very least
Were infinite – to me –
Into this domestic scene, trauma interrupts:
And yet – Existence – some way back –
Stopped – struck – my ticking - through
And concealment exacts a heavy price:
To simulate – is stinging work –
To cover what we are
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As Emerson confided to his Journal in 1863, ‘You can take better care of your secret than another can.’

than in Martial’s.

Everyone talks to themselves, or so I imagine, but how do we know that they do? We have only the evidence
of our own selves and the confirmation of our confidant(e)s. Does everyone talk to himself, herself and
themselves? And how can we know? Presumably, we extrapolate from ourselves to imagine that others of
our own species are in essence like us, or at least not unlike us.

If we like to know other people’s secrets then why is that? Does it reassure us in our own vulnerabilities to
know that others are also secretive about such matters as sex, love, money and power? Does the awareness
of others’ ill-concealed inner lives give us a sense of power over them? Or are we simply curious to feel
that, though unique, we are also not abnormal?

In an essay called ‘The Reason of Things’, the philosopher A.C. Grayling says that ‘Most people can learn
about the needs and interests of others by extrapolating from their own experience and from their
observation of people around them, but if these were the only resources for insight, the scope of an
individual’s sympathies would be limited.’ He sees this limited personal outlook as something which can
be richly extended by such works of art as novels, dramas, films, biographies, histories et cetera, or rather
by what he calls ‘the narrative arts’:

In his Devil’s Dictionary of 1906, Ambrose Bierce wittily defined ‘Confidant, confidante, n.’ as follows: ‘One
entrusted by A with the secrets of B confided to himself by C.’ And the young Bob Dylan said in ‘Talking
World War III Blues’ in 1963, ‘I’ll let you into my dreams, if you let me into yours’, which is both a paradox
and an impossibility.
-Duncan Forbes

‘Exposure to the narrative arts overcomes that limitation: it enormously widens an attentive individual’s
perceptions of human experience, and enables him — vicariously, or as a fly-on-the-wall witness — to see
into lives, conditions and experiences which he might never encounter in practice.’ (For he and him, read
also she/her and they/them.) Presumably, similar extensions of outlook and insight can also be provided
by reading published letters, diaries and poems which contain their own more or less artful or artless
narratives, whether secret, overt, or points between.
Grayling also argues that ‘This extension and education of the sympathies is therefore the basis for a
richer moral experience and a more refined capacity for moral response.’
‘Therefore’? Would that it were and let’s hope it often is. And yet there is always the grim counter-example
provided by the Thought Police who come in many guises, ancient and modern, to crush the complex
richness of our public, private and even secret selves and lives. In this connection, I also recall Ben
Macintyre’s strange and telling observation:
‘There is a peculiar link between frustrated poetic ambition and tyranny: Hitler, Goebbels, Stalin, Castro,
Mao Zedong and Ho Chi Minh all wrote poetry. Radovan Karadzic, fugitive former leader of the Bosnian
Serbs, once won the Russian Writers’ Union Mikhail Sholokhov Prize for his poems. On the whole, you do
not want a poet at the helm.’
Orwell in Nineteen Eighty-Four invented the Thought Police who could probe into the recesses of citizens’
private thoughts and in Othello Iago deviously confides to his General that thought offers secrecy even for
the lowliest slave:
I am not bound to that all slaves are free to –
Utter my thoughts. Why, say they are vile and false,
As where’s that palace whereinto foul things
Sometimes intrude not?
Faced with an omniscient God who perceives all the devices and desires of humanity, Thomas Hardy
reportedly commented:
If all hearts were open and all desires known – as they would be
if people showed their souls – how many gapings, sighings, clenched
fists, knotted brows, broad grins and red eyes we should see in the
market-place.
(F.E.Hardy, The Later Years of Thomas Hardy, 1930)

Yeats said ‘There’s more enterprise/In walking naked’ but there are far fewer ‘nuda verba’ in his work
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Aphrodite to Helen, Sonnet XVI

Aphrodite to Helen, Sonnet XXXIX

“Dearest, dearest!” called my voice from our front
door, “come see what kind Persephone brought–
blessings for us!” She alone helped us blunt
how the gods scorned Helen–now she has thought
of us again! Such a kind friend. I bring

taking his best wine the night we swam out
naked off the weathered rocks, the bare shore
waiting–arms outstretched–as our kind lookout,
ever vigilant. Why do I feel so

our new gifts as tribute to you, the one

nervous seeing you bare? Maybe I fear

mortal I hold dear. Your eyes, alight, sing

your star burning out too fast, the faint glow

praise and possibility; your lips’ spun

left behind in the wake of beauty peer

threads of words about tonight’s meal do sound

to none? Although I fear our wild night

sweeter to my two ears than the sweet lyre

will end, all my anxious thoughts are chased off

Orpheus once played, still plays below ground.

by your tender kisses under moonlight.

May I make a request of you, my dear?

How I long to be a mortal! Your soft,

Tonight, before bed, please serenade me–

wine-dark lips on mine will stay in my head

many centuries still after you’re dead!

catalogue the birds, the flowers, the small bee.
-Trisha Faye
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Dionysus still won’t speak to me for

-Trisha Faye
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Compression by Death
It was the end of August. Jennifer lived with her 12-year-old daughter. Her husband stayed on the other
side of the city in a house that used to be theirs, but now was his. “He’s late,” Mimi said. She twisted the
strings of her blue hoodie in one hand and stared into her cellphone. “He’s never late.” Every Saturday
Mimi stayed with him at the house. That had been their agreement. “Don’t worry.” Jennifer soothed her
daughter.
Mimi tucked the cellphone into her back pocket and threw a few books into a satchel. Jennifer watched
her leave, wondered whether it was excitement or dread that made her daughter stiffen as she turned toward the door. Sometimes Jennifer caught herself wondering whether Mimi blamed her for their separation, but erased the thought, remembered the day Mimi saw their new apartment with trees and plots of
red begonias and golden lantana. A miniature waterfall greeted them near the rental office of the development. “It looks like a resort,” said Mimi galloping around. “Ma, it’s so beautiful! I love it!” Ten minutes
later, Mimi walked back into the kitchen to find her reading a magazine at the table. “He’s not outside to
pick me up.” She repeated her mantra from earlier. “He’s never late.” “Did you call?” Mimi rolled her eyes
like that was the stupidest thing she’d ever heard. “He’s not answering his phone.” She stomped her foot.
“He’s never late. Ever.” Mimi grabbed the magazine from Jennifer’s and shook it in her face. “Don’t worry,”
Jennifer said. “It’s his medication. It puts him to sleep.” He never got up until after noon, sometimes later.
Bryan had recently come home from the hospital where the doctors had tried to tell him that if he didn’t
stop drinking, he’d kill himself. She’d been trying to tell him that for years. Mimi paced back and forth.
Mimi’s boisterous laughter had been replaced by silence. “Want me to drive you over?” Mimi nodded,
yes, definitely yes. They left together and didn’t say anything in the car. It took ten minutes to get there.
Jennifer pulled up to the curb. The plum tree growing in the parking strip was heavy with ripe globes
with a mash of red smeared around its trunk. The neighborhood kids enjoyed having plum wars, and
threw ripe fruit at each other. Jennifer saw the shadow of a bird’s wing on the pavement. They stepped
inside. The air hung dark and dank inside like a clothesline of wet burlap. Jennifer walked into his room
with Mimi. Jennifer saw the shape of his bulk beneath the covers. “You see,” she tried to convince herself
without sounding self-righteous. “There he is. He’s sleeping.” Mimi backed away and ran into the dining
room. “No, he’s dead.” Papers and folders were scattered around his mattress. Jennifer pulled off the
covers and touched him gently. “Bryan, it’s us. Jennifer and Mimi,” thinking their names had the power to
wake him. His skin felt rubbery. She looked at his fingers, his toes. They were blue, his body inflated. He
could be a balloon in a parade, she thought. She felt his shadow escape the bed, not the first time Jennifer
had encountered death. The parakeet she’d chased around her parent’s living room, which had flown from
molding to molding, and smashed its beak against the wall in a frantic effort to escape. She was horrified
to see it motionless and a few beads of blood on the parquet floor. Jennifer had buried the bird in the vacant lot that adjoined their apartment building; later, her father who had died in a hospice center run by
nuns, how he warned her as she stood next to the railings of his bedside about a room inside a room as
though he was part of an espionage plot, pushing her away with all the strength which cancer had stolen
from him. “Get out of here,” he cried. “Before they get you too!” And her mother, whom the doctors had
predicted would predecease her father, who had survived one year past her father’s funeral but dehydrated on the way to a beach holiday. Jennifer had felt the jolt of her mother’s death like a branch had been
torn away from its trunk. She heard it snap. She and her mother had always missed each other. Jennifer
looked at Bryan lying there on his back. He had fallen away into the deep hole of an endless depression.
She could not help him.
She rushed outside to find Mimi and hugged her. They had to get out.

-Lenore Weiss
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The Warmest Blue
Kelly Wang
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Saint Anselm the Hypnogoge lives in Zanzibar in the 12th century.
He points at a certain chicken. “Cut its head off.”
They do. Inside it is one of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
But it never works after this first time. “This one,” he says, and they slit it open,
but all they find are some old dry cleaning receipts.
“No, here, here--!”
Just a rotting old phone book from Trenton, New Jersey.

Diminishing Returns
Sarah Legow and Paul Ward
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Gonzalo is sitting behind me on the bus.
I am writing down my dreams.
I barfed on the table. The waiter thinks I did it for attention.
I am abandoned by a friend at the department store.
I have reconciled with my wife.
My dreams are writing me down. They’re doing it for attention.
My dreams have barfed on the table.
My dreams ran off with my wife, and abandoned me at the department store.
My dreams stole my seat on the bus.
My dreams reconciled with the waiter, and barfed with Gonzalo at the department
store. I abandoned them, for attention.

Writing me down
Sarah Legow and Paul Ward
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union brothers union dues
to gather each night for the
ancient ceremonial grab ass
to punch the time clock
ticket taker on the eight
hour train trip to
disconnection
to get what they have coming
to cling together and not
cry no matter what
to be cast in strength
stamped in rage
folded in shame and
stacked in clanging isolation
to be impervious
to yank on the knotted
underwear crotch of sweaty
prehistory
to turn loose the primates
to lace up the wet dream
work boot of oily
disconsolation
to pound the dark hammers
to watch the white heat
make the steel schemes
slide in bright orange
drops that tremble first
icy silver then shrink
hard and aching into knots
ground flat like the
dust of old hope
to learn the lessons of
the drive shaft
to dread the echoes from
the mine shaft
to preach the gospel to
the gear shift
to make a tight fist and
breathe the dawn stench
of the slaughtered night
carcass oozing red and
lifeless just because
it was there
-Sam Floyd

The Gua Sha Treatment Pop
Hua Huang
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Chime
A young man and woman, Eurail undergraduate types, entered murmuring, and slung their packs
into corner seats, without looking beyond. Confidence like theirs piqued him—entitlement without
concern. No cautious assessment before occupation. Eduardo knew he was being grouchy and tried
to soften as he watched them stow gear. Attractive. Good teeth. An old Italian woman in black, bowed
under silver chains, led four children--grandchildren?—to a bank of seats at the far end of the train car.
The kids squealed and laughed. And that was everyone. The Milan to Paris train ran light in January, He’d
escaped Paris to see the Duomo and the Sforza loot, and to eat risotto for a weekend without the misery
of attempted French. In Milan friendly people understood his Spanish fine with an English Plan B. Now
he had to go back to his shoddy room and dropped consonants.
The train rang two soft notes and began moving smoothly, and Eduardo opened his book. Mallarme. He
was reading the French poets. Trying to read them. Avoiding reading them, in Milan and Paris as in LA.
He preferred the Spanish poets. But he needed French poets for his dissertation, and though this seminar
nearly cleaned out his savings, it might be worth it if he could find anything that redeemed Mallarme’s
tortured idealism. Back to LA in a month. Once the dissertation was moving more convincingly, he could
concentrate on a job search. Maybe, finally, he could achieve what lured him to grad school--tenure, a
house, a pension. Fame.
Shit. Tortured idealism was contagious. He’d better--e ighHeH
“Sit where you want,” the young man’s flat mid-west voice flung over the train noises. “I’m sitting here.”
The young man crossed the aisle to the opposite corner. Tall, blond as Eduardo glanced up, dragging his
pack, then swallowed by upholstery except for tousled hair. Dashingly scruffy; pouting, early twenties,
sharp sunglasses, though the train was not bright. Eduardo knew the type. Parents paying the way.
Eduardo looked down. The woman said in a clear voice, “Fine. I’ll sit next to you.” Eduardo looked up
as she flounced across the aisle, and the guy’s head pivoted away. It was as if a bell sounded for a fight.
“You’ve been the biggest asshole,” she said loudly. Eduardo could just see the top of her brown curls.
“Not here,” the guy said tightly, as warehouse roofs streamed past. “No one even speaks English,” said
the woman.
Everyone mistook Eduardo for Italian, Corsican, Greek, but he was an East LA scholarship boy, in grad
school full-time at 35 after too long as a grocery checker in night school. Not like she cared; she was
spoiling to have it out. The man stretched up to scrutinize the car, and Eduardo pointed nose to book.
Why bother pretending not to understand? People draw you into their delusions and miseries, he
thought, irritated. Get back to Mallarme. The man sank back down. The grandmother, rows away, was
handing around oranges and cheese. Picnic.
The young woman laid out her charges chronologically, and Eduardo found them just. The couple
apparently had been to Tuscany, invited by her friends. “I never asked to go,” the guy neighed. They had
shared a ride with a friend, a woman, whose car the guy had begged to drive. And then, for some reason
Eduardo missed, the guy went fast and swerved to frighten them, laughing, refusing to relinquish the
wheel. When they arrived safely despite him, the young woman berated him and he sulked in his room
for three days, coming out only to catch the train. This train. She was a spirited prosecutor. Eduardo
enjoyed her angry run-on: churl, adolescent, sexist, fool. “Chill!” the guy said, prickling another round
of prosecution. Any jury, hearing her lay forth his crimes, would have convicted the guy of misogynist
thrill-seeking, mania, narcissism, reckless endangerment. A cad. Cabron. Eduardo, considering him
beaten, turned to read. “Find somewhere else to stay tonight,” the woman said witheringly, and moved
to the seat she’d originally taken.

about his feelings? Didn’t he matter? Why was she so disloyal? Eduardo had not expected quotation. He’d
said that, word for word, to Rebeca. It was ridiculous and awful to hear himself played back as if on a
cosmic tape recorder, out of the mouth of this mangy little vato. Why was she so sensitive? His words,
their words, pierced the young woman, whose head disappeared below seat level. There was a sob. The
old woman made her way up the aisle past them all, smiling apologetically. Her round shoulders were
draped in black, and a dozen deep rays crinkled around her eyes. One of the children lurched behind
her, held by the grandmother’s black-sheathed arm with the curl of a claw. The little boy stared earnestly
at the young woman crying. His grandmother pressed the door panel near the miscreant’s seat and they
disappeared.
And she was frigid in bed, the man resumed. Eduardo received that accusation like a blow to the gut;
he’d used it himself to avert attention from his own shortcomings. To silence. To win. He lay aside the
book, queasy. There was an occasional sob. French poets, whatever, but he’d really fled Rebeca. Gorgeous,
brilliant Rebeca. Beating everyone’s ass in Urban Planning while he languished in Comp Lit. Rebeca
already had two job offers, and she started a year behind him. That was what bothered him at the end of
the day. She was more employable. It wasn’t fair to hold it against her, but it whacked his whole future.
It foregrounded the possibility that he’d be the one staying home with any kids they’d have (but they’d
broken up, so that would be none. Erase the fucking kids. Shitty little phantoms.) while she moved from
hot job to hotter job. He didn’t think he had it in him to do faculty husband, watching Amazon packages
arrive and telling people at parties that he’d found grad school dull and the job market too much of a
rat-race.
Why hadn’t he just told her? Why hadn’t he admitted his fears, his insecurities?
Into the sobs and silence which Rebeca filled with longing from 6000 miles away came the grandmother,
through the sliding door. She stopped, and Eduardo could see the woman’s forehead tip towards her.
Leaning into the aisle, Eduardo watched as behind the grandmother the child’s feet twisted one around
the other. “You will never marry,” she told the young woman in strongly accented English. They held
eyes a moment. “Probably not,” the young woman said, nodding. Long tears shone on her cheek. “But it
will be all right,” said the grandmother, and Eduardo could see the young woman smile.
“And you will never learn,” the grandmother said, swinging to the young man, gripping the seat as the
train leaned into a turn. “So you will never be happy.” He twisted angrily away. The grandmother moved
on towards Eduardo. He waited, wishing she would speak to him, fearing it. So many times he’d been
selfish and blaming, needlessly unhappy. Rebeca was all he could conjure at the Duomo and when he sat
at cafes ignoring lapfuls of poetry. What was she doing? What would she think of Europe? His soul was
tossing with love and resentment and confusion. She’d take him back, he knew. It was Eduardo who’d
left the team: Chicana from Fresno minus Chicano from LA. Now he’d gone weeks without even texting,
and there were men sniffing at her like hounds everywhere she went. Maybe she’d find someone who
was happy to let her be the rising academic star, someone more generous, more mature. He could have
let her. He still could. If only the grandmother would tell him what to do about Rebeca. He believed in
prophecy. His great-uncle was a curandero, and sometimes he wished he’d worked on Mexican lit or
even magical realism instead of this Euro early 20th century belabored poetic rapture. At least he’d have
a context there. The grandmother met his eye. She nodded and went on, her hand scrabbling seat tops
as she advanced.
The little boy paused to gaze at him and laughed, like a chime, knowingly, with great love. Everyone
turned to look. Eduardo stood, muscled open the window, and dropped Mallarme into a whistle of air.
-Leah Halper

Eduardo recognized a coup de grace, and so did the cad. “How? After midnight?” he whined, toppled by
consequences if not facts. “Shoulda thoughta that,” she said, spiteful, delighted. But he knew how to
fight back. She was cruel, she over-reacted, she was ignorant about cars and about Europe. She cared too
much what others thought (though not, Eduardo considered, on trains.) It was impossible to tune him
out; he spoke in urgent tones, tones Eduardo, too, had used. Was he supposed to sleep on the street? What
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Syllogism 55
Pay the fine in pennies; make a statement. I would
have my Eves and Adams eat of trees of ignorance
and of the panoramic view be at both ends. You
need not see me to my grief.
As Satan hates the happy life but loves the one who
lives the happy life by accident, a primitive
bisection method estimates to within epsilon the
root of two in time.
If Aristotle is all men and if all men are dancing
then all men are dancing on a grave. Bereft of
essence, I move only molecules. The human body is
a workaround. If gravity is active then the selfselected sample averages are all over the map.
Convergence is conditional. Without some losses
I'd have all the money in the world. The fleeting
glance to end all fleeting glances, nature hates the
very vacuum I do. I've moved on from my crime,
why can't you?
Volcanic ash lay roundabout. The rule to be
interpreted in perpetuity, no obstacle would be too
small. Of energy and pendulum, the quality of
agency is blameless. Give me non-religious liberty
or never-ending life, but do not superimpose one
upon the other.
Run by inmates, all unhappy academic institutions
are the same. Should I take yes for an answer?
Should I take yes for an answer you'll tell me that
no news is good news means all news is bad.
-Heikki Houtari

We Plunge
Brad Stumpf
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The List
Of all Peter Cherry’s accomplishments, having his name on The List had to be the most pleasing. It
brought him an unfailing sense of achievement and belonging. That ended when he received the e-mail.
Dear Mr. Peter Cherry: We wish to inform you that your name has been removed from The List. Yours
sincerely, The List Administration.
Underneath, in smaller font: This is an automated message. Please do not reply.
Peter replied anyway, knowing his response would disappear into the e-mail ether. He had every right to
demand an explanation, and submitted his question: Why has my name been removed from The List?
It was a catastrophe, something he’d never envisaged. Peter recalled the day, nearly twenty years ago,
when he learned his name had been included on The List. Not an e-mail then but a letter in the post. He
could picture the envelope, stiff and official, and the notification typed on thick vellum; the honour of
having his name on The List, the recognition it represented and the benefits that would ensue.
He needed a point of contact other than The List Administration and an automated e-mail address. Of
course he had kept the original letter in a filing cabinet or one of the boxes in his study but he couldn’t
face going through all that old stuff. Nothing else for it, he would have to ask Tom Nugent who had been
on The List since the start. Tricky though, broaching the subject. He’d have to play it by ear - he couldn’t
tell Nugent he was off The List. That would be too embarrassing, impossible to live down.
No point dithering, Peter had to get this sorted. Tom Nugent lived in the big house at the bottom of the
road. He found Nugent on his knees in the front garden, weeding one of his many flower beds. They
traded chit-chat about the weather and the best times to plant geraniums and phlox. Then, Peter got to
the matter at hand.
“You know The List?”
“Yes, indeed.” Nugent stood up. You couldn’t discuss The List on your knees.
“Well,” Peter continued, “have you heard anything from The List people recently, The List
Administration?”

He found it - a plain white DL envelope with his name and address handwritten in block capitals. The
letter had been printed on standard A4 paper.
Dear Mr. Peter Cherry: We wish to inform you that your name has been added to The List. Yours
sincerely, The List Administration.
If anything, the letter upset him more than the e-mail. He had lived so long in the belief that it was a
remarkable document, unquestionably impressive. Strange how the mind and memory work, Peter
thought. No matter, it was the fact of his inclusion on The List that he had cherished. What was a letter
but a piece of paper and this one brought him no closer to a solution. No signature or contact details,
other than The List Administration.
He read the letter again. This time, he noticed a footer in small font. The List Executive Board: R. Bull;
T.N. Nugent; D.K. Singh; S.B. Wharton.
Tom Nugent. It made sense. He had always struck Peter as Board member material, so authoritative and
assured. Why did he pretend he knew nothing about the e-mail message? He even claimed not to be in
contact with The List Administration. Maybe, Peter reasoned, they rotated the Board membership. A lot
can change in twenty years. Or else, Nugent knew but was unwilling to say.
Peter had no intention of going back to Nugent. A trawl through the internet unearthed a hundred or
more possible candidates for R. Bull and D.K. Singh. He concentrated on S.B. Wharton and put together
eleven possibilities with phone numbers. The fifth call found the target.
“I wish to speak to S.B Wharton.”
“Speaking.”
“Are you on The List Executive Board?”
A long pause, then, “Do I know you?”

“I haven’t heard anything.” Nugent frowned. “Has something come up?”

“Peter Cherry. I received an e-mail from The List Administration.”

“No, nothing at all.” Peter hesitated, dismayed by how weak he sounded. “I was just wondering how to
get in touch with them.”

“I see.”

“Why do you want to do that?”
“Oh, you know, to see if there’s anything in the offing.” Peter stumbled over his words. “Anything I can
help with.”
They stood in silence. Nugent dropped the weeds he had been holding and shook his head.
“It’s not a good idea to go bothering The List Administration.”
“I just thought I could help.”
“What you need is a hobby.” Nugent patted him on the arm. “Try gardening, it’s a great way of passing
the time.”
Nugent bent down and continued weeding, plucking out a dandelion and dusting soil from its roots.
That evening, Peter searched for the letter. He went through every filing cabinet and box twice. The first
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time, a quick scan to check names and dates. The second time, re-experiencing events he would prefer
to forget. He remembered the trunk in the spare room, which contained his birth certificate and the
deeds to the house.

“Why has my name been removed from The List? It’s been there for twenty years.”
Another pause. “Leave it with me. I’ll look into the matter and get back to you as soon as possible.”
A week went by with no response. Peter vacillated between optimism and gloom. It was surely a good
sign that Wharton had not come back with a quick answer but why was it taking so long? Maybe
Wharton had ignored his request. Peter waited another day, then called him.
“Have you looked into my case?” he asked.
“A technical error.”
“I don’t understand.”
“A question of a middle initial.” Wharton spoke with a breeziness that suggested it was a matter of no
concern, a minor detail. “Do you use a middle initial?”
“No, just P. Cherry.”
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“There you have it. The wrong P. Cherry received the e-mail or, I should say, P. Cherry, that is you, should
not have received that e-mail. An unfortunate mix-up. The message was intended for a P.K. Cherry.”

“Is there anything else I can help you with?”

Wharton’s cheery tone made Peter uneasy when he should have been relieved to hear the e-mail had
been a mistake.

He heard the click as Wharton hung up.

“So, I’m still on The List.”
“It’s not that simple.”
“You said it was a technical error.”
“Yes, I did. However, once a name is officially removed from The List, it can’t be returned.”
“But my name shouldn’t have been removed. It was the other Cherry, with the extra initial.”
“P.K. Cherry.”
“Him. What did he do wrong?”

Peter looked down, and watched a woodlouse emerge from a gap in the wainscotting, antennae
twitching. “No, I suppose not.”

The letter lay on his desk. He thought about tearing it to pieces or burning it. In the end, he put it in
the filing cabinet along with his disappointing exam results, knock-backs from job applications and
promotions, his old diaries, cards and notes from forgotten schoolmates, past girlfriends, one ex-wife,
siblings, parents and in-laws.
In the weeks that followed, Peter slipped back into his routine. He didn’t attempt to contact Wharton
again and avoided Nugent. He went to work, had his meals, read the newspaper, watched TV and
listened to others. Occasionally, he expressed an opinion but what he had to say lacked credibility. The
correct words, strong and convincing words, dangled out of his reach.
-Mark Keane

Immediately, Peter regretted the question. It made no difference what this P.K. Cherry did.
“Well, that’s just it.”
Peter imagined Wharton grimacing when he said this, and pictured a man in his early sixties, neat grey
hair parted at the side, thick glasses. A man, in other words, very like Tom Nugent.
“A technical discrepancy, I’m afraid.” Wharton paused. “It transpires that P.K. Cherry was never actually
on The List.”
“Why does that matter?” Peter looked around him as if he’d find the answer written on the wall of his
living room. “Are you saying, I’ve been removed and can’t be put back on?”
“Only officially.”
“But that’s what matters.”
“A moot point. The Executive Board and all the members will know you’re on The List. Nothing has
changed. You’re a bona fide member.”
“Can’t you put me back on officially?” Peter gripped the phone, his other hand forming a fist. “Just send
another e-mail, telling me I’m back on The List.
“Sorry, we can’t do that. The system won’t permit a reversal.”
Peter clenched his fist tighter. It was unfair, senseless, inexplicable and any number of other things but,
above all else, beyond his control.
“I wouldn’t get too upset.” Wharton was back to his breezy self. “When you think about it, what has
being on The List meant for you? What good does it really do?”
An extraordinary thing to say and Peter had no answer. Being on The List was too fundamental to
question.
“I don’t want to be off The List.”
“And you’re not. As I told you, everyone will accept that you’re on The List.” Wharton cleared his throat.
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RIGHT AND PREVIOUS TWO
PAGES: Existence
Wanyue An
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Eden, Eva’s Apple
Helge Paulsen
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Untitled
Marianna Jimenez
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in the mornings, i feed the chickens
and they groan and shuffle in their coop.

Time to Go

it’s just rained and i hate wet feet
in wet grass and that soaked straw smell

By evening,
the bones start playing

inside. the mosquitos are awful here, a whine
and hover on the backs of my knees. everything

in the old yard:

bothers my skin today. i pour pellets that bounce
A quartet of hands,

against plastic, that sound like rain when it pounds
the deck, like a heartbeat that thuds too fast and
i guess i’m back to rain already, this day drenched
already. this tired feeling. this clenched jaw has clutched

A pelvis.
Femurs leaping
from
Pool water
Like trout

the chores, the lists, the little notes tucked into
lunch boxes. everyone’s needs and needs and needs.

And in youa few chickens escape their run and sprint into the yard
to peck the grass, ecstatic, like they’ve forgotten
their last free range, the weasel that slithered
and dragged two bodies from the rest, all that movement
wild screech and flapping, they have no memory.

Your own shrouded symphony arrives
Colludes like chimes
Your tongue may get dried up
You might have things left to say

these chickens just drift, it’s all the same
The little white berries
and i have to wonder if that’s better, to scramble

Of moon

out, to not know what’s coming next, to never plan or

Being shat through the window

remember, to only savor the dew on the grass as
-Luke Roe

it slips down a scratchy throat.

-Stephanie Pritchard
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The Loneliest Man on Earth
Lacra Grozavescu
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Location

Beginning to End

Hannah Henson

Micheal Henderson

A work made in the midst of the first lock down. A collection of images taken from loved ones beds
in the morning. I asked my best friend and my boyfriend to take a picture of their bed every morning
for a week, after it had just been slept in. And I did the same. This was a stamp on surveillance
on incredibly personal spaces. That leave a print of us. Each bed represents a new individual life.
Bringing the covid statistics a more sentimental spin.

Shot in Black and White Super 8, this video begins at the plaque that reads “Here the Motion Picture
Began” and marks the spot where Thomas Edison first projected a Moving Picture on 34th Street in
Manhattan. The cameraman walks through the crowd on the New York sidewalk and the camera comes
to rest on the Rolex clock as voices describe moments elsewhere in time.

I found this lockdown anxiety inducing and unnerving with the constant death toll from the
morning news. I thought of how many lives were reduced to a number. I wanted to humanize these
statistics and remind my viewer that individuals are behind them. The black screen dividing the
images represents the distance between the individuals.

https://vimeo.com/100014237

Hunger
Micheal Henderson
Hunger is a 3 channel video loop that evokes a mise in abîme, an experience like standing between two
mirrors. On the center screen, a man looks into his own mouth. This video is flanked by two side screens
of streaming text that creates short phrases with no beginning or end and offers a very brief discourse
on desire and existence.

https://vimeo.com/33207288
https://youtu.be/GTKTJkNm0rM
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And Images

Black-gold piercing
the chrome-shoed actress,
pretending knowledge
tho lost somewhere in the love seat,
parked queerly on the cool side
of the abandoned drive-in.
-Timothy Resau

Mirror, Mirror
Jessie Cunnungham-Reid
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on the unveined
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because
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Tishrei
I am greedy with weather.
For days that snap with wind
Or fire the eye
With color:
Red, orange, and the smell of fallen apples
With brown splotches where the worms have dined
As well as others of their kind
The prancing, nervous, elegant fawn
With its mother
Approaching tenderly at dawn
For a snack on the
Backyard apple trees
That drop their fruit .
It’s gravity you see
the hum of humming bees
Of late summer and on into full blown autumnal bliss
Ah! To hold on to all this
Just to think—
How I might greedily drink to drunkenness.
My confession:
I will eat, suck, swill, chew, and breathe it into me
I will get my fill
And more—
As the sun climbs up and through its daily dome
Of blue, mauve, golden pink
I will drink and drink and drink until
It’s time to pay the final bill.

6

Plants (Clark Coolidge)

1

misty eyed
county sign

together

nighting angles

contweet

couldn’t

2

up stares

juul-alikes

white wine and external fingers

spray tan candy canes

love as in im s
itting in a room

reaction shots in

not only

tamed out waves

someone’s glut of angles
3

4

same night-same quaintness
horizontal

green with doritos

living as conjunctions

towling
only

of
on

scabbing your own coda

prose

do doing do

formica whims

like a baby in the back
seat of a blank cadillac

thanks
5

aback

mix liney country silences

slow breath

true nopes in

cling to try and distant

-Jennifer Moses

wiping down

indirect on a room by face

6

7

looks at them

hatching by-patterns
preclap or pro-spatter
that

despite
de-muu-muu mind

scatter effect as background singers

sifts off near into dotted lines / looking back

.

-James Sanders
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OPPOSITE:Guardian-Class ABOVE: Miss FOLLOWING: Still-Life
Leslie Tucker
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When Summer’s Frogs Are Listening
When summer’s frogs are listening,
And darkness cloaks the town.
When buses stop and lights go off,
When no one is around.
When the wind is still and calm,
Embracing summer’s heat.
The moon will shine at such a time as
When we lovers meet.
When summer’s frogs are listening,
Your heart beats against my palm.
Just like vines, we’re intertwined,
My face, your hands embalm.
With howls heard in the distance,
When sweat and heat arrives,
When gyrations are erratic,
The darkness, our disguise.
When summer’s frogs are listening,
And neighbours begin to stir,
And night becomes a memory,
When feelings were conferred.
When summer’s frogs are listening,
The wind, still and calm,
Howls heard in the distance,
I awake, in your arms.
-Oreoluwa Adeniyi
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Heat Wavering
Sickness drenches the canyon,
Yellow swimming and bleeding into orange,
Peeling, flaking, cascading,
Into the valley of death below.
Scales shimmering from cracks,
The desert’s elusive secret,
Concealed by crumbling rubble,
Breaking and fading into a subdued glow.
Snakes coiled tightly,
Forked tongues flicking,
Sunlight glinting off pooled saliva, ‘
Breaking into a million droplets of pale color.
Sadness morphs from extended shadows,
Cast by cactus blossoms,
Crumbling and wilting beneath the unrelenting elements,
Thrust upon their fragile membranes.
Some wander this canyon to find truth,
Deceitful and dull,
A poison that festers in your gut,
Bubbling and frothing as it kills.
Some breach its dusty gates,
Attempting to outrun the past,
Feral and bestial, clawing them back,
To a sin yet unrepented.
Others seek absolution,
Their skin peeling like aged parchment,
Bones white as milk, crushed to dust,
As their restless spirit wanders the desert wind.
You will know your reason,
The moment its sand touches your skin,
Claiming all weakness,
As it drags you beneath, into a blistering embrace.
-Audra Burwell
The Most
Andrew Snow
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RIGHT AND PREVIOUS
I-57 Rest Area Men’s Room, Southbound Mile Marker 268
Hal Shipman
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Ether and Stars

Ash-Grit
for Jennifer

One arrives with an invitation of ether and stars. One arrives exhausted. One arrives to a fanfare,
to the erasures of amnesia. One arrives with a preexisting condition, although the symptoms mask
themselves. In the grip of pleasure, one arrives.

Without you, even the silence is depleted. Shadows, out of proportion to their objects,
gather like standing water in the shallows. Once, my heart was a bow of tough yew wood.
Once my heart was a balanced arrow, its four flight feather’s sealed with spruce gum.
Without you, my days are a ramshackle shelter of sticks, a piano left to molder on a

What of the narrative can a single frame hold? A closed door? As always, the concurrent must
be conveyed in sequence. A door opens onto a frayed fog-edge, onto an eroded boundary, onto a
shadow-cast of lilacs. The past, scuttled, is still visible beneath the surface.

mountain of rain. Without you, I am ash-grit on a whitewashed wall.
-Eric Pankey

Look: a pool of glacial melt, light from the north, the dusk’s blue palette. By recognizing such
objects in photographs one proves again one is not a robot.

-Eric Pankey
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Recovering the Pages from the Complete List of Everything
for Jeff Hamilton

A bog as a site to conceal a crime. Evaded taxes. An ocean trench. Basalt, granite, and rhyolite. A lute
out of tune. More of a snag than a glitch. The Gospel according to Mary. Stolen passport. Calligraphic
brushstrokes. Terra incognita. A smoke ring. The structure of an event. Cold Mountain. The unsent letter.

A stand of birches. A clutter of grave goods. The compensation of levity. A theremin as a stand-in for

The night watch. A thorn thicket. The the. Sleet. A marooned polar bear adrift on ice. The grinding pace

birdsong. Pulleys and levers. Indigenous cannibals. Lightning’s musket-flash. A wracked ship. A

of light years.

provocation or cure. A dumpster fire. The graphic notation of music. The end of enigma. Footfalls without
echo. A backward glance. An untethered horse. A billboard advertising itself as a place to advertise.

-Eric Pankey

The prior state. An atlas of anatomy. River clay. A monument to entropy. The error introduced while
editing a text. The past impinged upon by the present. A cigar box guitar. A do-over to re-do. The tents
of the Red Cross. A hand-sewn fascicle. The endgame. A quarantine. Asemic writing. Gouges, mauls, and
plummets. A punch line. An enslaved spirit. Mars black and lamp black. A complete list of everything
as of yet incomplete. The interior chamber of a camera obscura. Illicit trade and trafficking. A remix
of the original. An argument in favor of the use of anachronisms. A caustic solution of lye water. That
old narrative of katabasis and anabasis. The frosty white face of a nuthatch. A cello’s scroll. Hand tools.
Disambiguation. A bolete, a puffball, and a stinkhorn. The blue gills of a white cap mushroom. Straw
spun to gold. A foil. An enemy. Either end of the continuum. The treachery of images. Albacore, alewife,
alligator gar. The omen of a partial solar eclipse. The live version of Joy Division’s “Transmission.” A
postcard from Barcelona. Ancillary work. A clear-cut ridge. The beautiful bird revealing the unknown to
a pair of lovers. The nostalgia of the reactionary. Lead crystal. A benevolent coven. The killing fields. The
killing floor. The killdeer. Every interplay of light and shade. Snakefruit. Soursop. Mouse melon. A trick
of the eye. The phenomenology of dust. A slightly forced perspective. Eminent domain. An arrowless
quiver. The interval in between. Windborne seeds. A scintilla. A rift. The affront of a taboo. The rabbit
as trickster. A bonefolder. An egg balanced on an anvil. A bat-eared fox. A black lemur. A bush dog. A
foothold on the rung. A fugue for woodwinds. Kiln. Crucible. Cauldron. Yucca fibers. A crisp. A cobbler.
A pie. An unauthorized biography. Hair loose from a braid. Memory submerged in water. An open
wound. Debunked conspiracy theories. Cloud chamber. Chamber music. Andirons (also called firedogs).
Noun meaning one who is highly sensitive to clichés. Ill-intentioned ghosts. Random access memory.
The improbable. The Industrial Revolution. Sludge build-up. A river silted in. An insinuated preamble.
Objets d’art. Star anise. A naïve melody. A doomsday malaise. Newfangledness. Figure 63. Blind Willie
Johnson’s scratchy recording of “I Just Cant’ Keep from Crying.” A flock of clothespins perched on the
line. A foxglove. A shark’s eye. Illegible inscription. A dream’s function. A Clovis point. The tabled motion.
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From the Get-Go
One could tell from the start that the whole business would come to no good, no good for those who set
the plan in motion and not good for those who found themselves in its crosshairs. That said, it wasn’t a bad
plan, but like all plans had its downsides and well, we were among those who stood to get hurt, to take the
brunt, to have our asses handed to us. I didn’t care, but she hired me to do a job and so I thought I ought to
get it done: an odd code that seems only to come into play where a redhead is involved. My mother was a
redhead and I imagine it all goes back to that, some memory or moment, some glimpse that affixed in my
too-young brain something strange that perhaps years on the shrink’s couch might untangle. Like I said,
the whole business was doomed from the get-go and yet I cannot seem to move it ahead, to let the plot plod
along, to let each effect hold hands with its cause. We are here. Or rather, there: a beachside motel where
the towels never dry by the next day, where the maid tracks in as much sand as she sweeps up. Three or
four days have gone by and we wait to make the exchange, a duffle full of cash for ransom. The kidnappers
are smart. They sent us here and will probably send us elsewhere before the whole thing ends with her
sister dead, or her sister convicted of trying to trick her out of the cash. The sister is a redhead too and that
makes me nervous, because often in these stories she is a brunette or a bleached blonde; she is different,
even if a twin, from her sister and somehow I am supposed to intuit which one I should trust, rather than
merely trusting, taking orders like some cabdriver with the whole night and all the city’s streets ahead of
me. I know you don’t know me from Adam and why should you care how this all turns out, but since I have
your ear let me ask you something. Why all that pomade on your hair? Do you think that looks good? And
what about the stink? The ransom note, you know, smells just like that—waxy, a little burnt, some cooking
oil gone rancid, pea soup left on a low burner all night.
-Eric Pankey
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A Joy Funeral
MOSAZ
(Zijun Zhao)
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Confetti
Nadia Bianchi was Syrian American. Her husband Rusty was the son of a Bengali mother and an Italian
American father. Thus the last name Bianchi. At their wedding, husband and wife tossed sweetmeat
at the crowd, honey, dried fruit, seed and nuts. Children were handed cascarones to break over one
another’s heads, spilling confetti all over the wedding hall, a rented space at a Bengali restaurant. Before
the ceremony, Nadia and Rusty had gone with their parents to each guest’s house in Detroit, Michigan,
delivering white Jordan candy along with a wedding invitation printed on embossed cardstock.
Rusty worked in IT, and Nadia was a schoolteacher. Soon after they were married, in Michigan,
Rusty found a job with an IT company in Houston, and they moved together to the new city. Nadia
interviewed for a job at a public school in Houston, R– Elementary in the Heights, and got the job. They
rented a garage apartment at the edge of the Heights, a painted blue cottage on top of a steep flight of
stairs in someone’s backyard, that fit their aesthetic and budget.
The fifth-grade class at R– Elementary adored Miss B. She was sweet and had the classic looks of
an old-school teacher. A heart-shaped, sweet face, olive skin, dark brown hair that she wore in a bun or
plaited at the back, and bright, brown eyes that smiled at the children. She wore long, printed dresses
with ruffled collars and pleated sleeves, prairie skirts, peasant tops, ribbed cardigans on top in bright
colors, field green and orange and peacock blue, and black pumps, with knee length stockings, striped
or candy red or pale yellow. The children loved to comment on her hair, the different shades of eye
shadow she wore each day, her painted nails, and the earrings, dangled stars or golden globes, and, their
favorite, a pair of delicate butterfly wings. Throughout the year, Miss B read them books, Holes by Louis
Sachar, and then Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling. She taught them how to write essays, starting with a big
idea, a memory they wanted to share, a dream. She read their essays laboriously, drawing smiley faces
in the margins, writing comments that brought smiles on their faces.
Julia, I love this story about your first stuffed animal. It brought tears to my eyes. I loved how the Teddy
bear protected you and gave you good dreams and I shivered when you wrote that you lost it and it made you feel
alone.
Only, Rusty didn’t like the parents at the school. Whenever he dropped her off in front on the
orange brick building (a beautiful building, in contemporary architecture, with lots of glass and metal,
sunlight pouring in through all the spaces inside), he took one look at the parents, their French beards
and designer clothes, and made cryptic comments.
“The PMC! Look at them. Look at their cars. Their BMWs and Mercedes and their high falutin
ideas of their own decency.”
“Darling, what is the PMC?” Nadia asked, getting out of their own beaten up Volkswagen Beatle
in the teacher’s parking lot next to the school garden.
“The professional managerial class,” Rusty said with a grin. He had wanted to be asked. Rusty
was big bear, all jokes and hugs, a big, burly guy with a red beard, but he liked to march and protest and
join in worker strikes. Both their fathers had worked in the automobile industry in Michigan and faced
the worst of the depression after the car companies left.
Nadia shook her head, laughing at him, waved cheerfully at her husband, then took off, swinging
her tote bag jauntily, stepping over stones as she walked between vegetable plots planted by the
different grade levels. The garden was beautiful, one of the best aspects of the school, and it brightened
her day every morning as she made her way to her classroom. There was a painted woodshed in the
middle, with a shovel, spades, garden rakes. A pond held turtles and koi fish. All around the boundary,
fruit trees swung in the wind, dwarf apple trees and orange trees. A clump of flower bushes stood in
one corner, tall stalks of sunflower swaying gently, tulips, irises, lilies, whatever the season brought.
Parent volunteers could often be seen kneeling on the earth, planting bulbs or saplings. The parents at
the school were very involved. The PTA was strong. There was a foundation, a grant writing committee,
an annual auction, swift giving campaigns organized for anything a classroom or teacher might need.
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Nadia herself had often asked for help, constructing a café once so students could sip coffee and read,
and parents had shown up, build the café overnight from Partex boards, donated wood benches and
chairs from their own houses, brought in pizza and coffee and cookies. Another time, she had asked for
helping building a stage, so that they could act out a Shakespeare ensemble production, for which she
had written an abridged script from various plays, skits really, and parents had poured in costumes as
well, spent hours putting makeup on the kids and dressing them up for their parts. At another teachers’
suggestion, Nadia joined the Facebook community group for the school, and posted pictures of her class
doing projects outside, sitting in the sun, reading aloud poetry sitting on the steps of the amphitheater
in the garden.
They had moved in the spring, Nadia had started teaching in the fall, and by October she
discovered that she was pregnant. Rusty and Nadia were ecstatic. They walked around the city parks,
Buffalo Bayou and Memorial Park with its wooded arboretum, and Hermann Park, feeding the ducks,
imagining their child growing up in the city, riding the train at Hermann Park and feeding the ducks,
running through the trails at Memorial Park, or watching the bats soar into the sky at sunset over
the bat bridge. They were very happy in Houston, each of them doing what they had always wanted
to do, being who they were, living in their element. Rusty had started to take the bus to Austin to
protest various bills. He had found a local organization and gotten involved, helping with their
activities, fighting for contractors’ rights, amending the city charter to take power from the mayor
and give it to city council members, rebuilding a low-income neighborhood that still lay ravaged
years after Hurricane Harvey, and fighting to stop the city from hiring a private contractor to police
black neighborhoods. He still made fun of the parents at the school, the professional managerial
class, working as stooges for corporations, the oil companies and pharmaceutical companies and big
insurance companies, the law firms that represented these corporations, the big accounting firms and
the management consultants, that were so involved with their self-importance that they had lost sight
of all else.
In March, when Nadia and Rusty went to her obstetrician-gynecologist doctor for their five
month ultrasound and found out that they were going to have a boy, Nadia decided to share the special
news with her class. She went to a local store on the weekend and bought a set of gender reveal confetti
canons. She had never seen these before, but another teacher had told her about them. There were four
canons, two blue and two pink, filled with biodegradable confetti. She practiced on the pink canons with
Rusty. You had to rotate the upper part of the contraption clockwise, while at the same time twist the
lower portion counterclockwise.
On Monday, Nadia led her class outside and told them that she was going to have a baby.
“I’m so happy and I wanted to share my special news with you,” she said.
The kids cheered, especially the girls. Some came up to her and hugged her around her belly.
One girl wanted to hear the baby’s pulse. The kids were good, bright, interested in the books they
read, whether fiction or nonfiction. They were smart and also concerned, whatever their professional
managerial class parents might be, according to Rusty. Once, when they were reading about how parrots
were becoming extinct in different parts of the world, some of her kids had tears in their eyes.
“Alright, so. We’re going to find out if I’m going to have a boy or a girl by using these confetti
things. If the confetti is blue, I’m having a boy. And if it’s pink, I’m having a girl. You know this, right?”
She still marveled at how quiet they could be, how still, how they could listen.
“Alright. I need two groups because I have two cannons here. I’ll show you how to set them off.”
They gathered in two groups, at either side of the garden. It was a beautiful day, with cotton-soft
clouds floating in a powder blue sky. Nadia wore a yellow dress with a white cardigan, with leggings
underneath, since it was a cold day, and boots. The children wore jackets and sweaters. Even in the
winter, stalks of kale and chives lay in thick bunches in the vegetable plots. The grass was lush and
green. The rockets worked. A quiet girl named Julia, tall for her age, held one, and Robert, a small,
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serious, bespectacled boy, held another, on the opposite side of the garden. They were loud! With an
enormous crack, both cannons shot off into the air and rained confetti onto the grass, covering the
green with a carpet of blue.
“It’s a boy! It’s a boy!” The children yelled.
Later that night, Nadia logged into Facebook from her home, a mug of hot chamomile tea by her
side, and checked the community page for R- Elementary, intending to post a photo she had taken of the
confetti launch. Her eyes fell on an irate post from a mom, complaining about pollution in the garden.
For a few moments, her eyes blurred, as she tried to make sense of the post, trying to understand to
what the mom was referring. The mom wrote that she had walked into the garden at school for pickup
and was shocked to see paper littering their beautiful school garden that they had worked so hard to
build, donating so much money, hiring a gardener for maintenance. As an active member of the PTA,
the auction committee, the grant committee, and the foundation, she had never seen anything more
concerning. She was disgusted, she wrote. Who did this? How dare they do this? Who would have the
audacity to pollute our beautiful garden, so carefully built by so many donors? Whoever did this, I don’t care,
parent or student or staff, doesn’t belong in our wonderful school community. We are about building, about
coming together, creating something beautiful, not destroying.
Her fingers shaking, Nadia typed out a reply in the comments section. I’m sorry, it was me, she
wrote. I teach 5th grade. My husband and I recently found out that I am pregnant with our first child. We have
no family here, and I wanted to share this wonderful news with my kids. We set off two confetti cannons in the
garden. They are biodegradable. I had cleared it with the principal first. The kids were very happy. I am very
sorry that my actions have caused so much trouble. I am sorry to have distressed you.
Soon afterward, the pandemic hit Houston. Classes went online. Nadia had to work harder,
creating an online environment from scratch. In the summer, she had her baby, cocooning it from the
harsh heat of Houston, which Rusty said was made worse by climate crisis, caused by the oil and gas
companies all around them, the smokestacks they saw from the highways each time they drove out
of the city for some air. All around them, or perhaps because Rusty had eyes and showed them to her,
she saw pollution, borderline communities surviving on the edges, the recipients of these disasters,
suffering from lung disease and cancer and asthma. In the fall, Rusty was laid off from his job at IT
company. Everybody was getting laid off. Nadia and Rusty packed up, Nadia resigned from her position
at the school, and they moved back to Detroit with their son.
The new fifth grade class was sorely disappointed. The former fifth graders had told them all
about Miss B. How she made puppets to act out stories. How she printed out the stories she wrote,
laminated and bound them, and put them up in the reading section of the class as real books to check
out and read. She was awesome. They had said. They had told their parents too. At their graduation
ceremony, sponsored by a big accounting firm (a large banner hung over the auditorium announced
the sponsor of the event), they had said in their graduation speeches that their favorite teacher was
Miss B. At home, over dinner, they talked about Miss B’s class, telling their favorite stories, sharing fond
memories of their last year at R– Elementary school, while their parents smiled and nodded indulgently.
But perhaps when they talked about Miss B, they were only remembering their own youths, filled with
nostalgia and longing for their own lives.
-Gemini Wahhaj

Punching Bag
Dominique Muñoz
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Matress on Fire
Zimo Zhao
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Father’s Lessons
When asked a question,
respond with nonsense or irony
When someone sits alone at a party,
go chat with and help them feel welcome
When telling a story,
perform with voices, gestures, and silly faces
When a game or activity requires equipment,
improvise with an old broom, cardboard box, or ball of tape

When arriving home late to wife and children,
drink, numb pain, attack others
When haunted by demons,
drink, numb pain, attack others

When bedtime finally comes,
pass out in a chair
When woken by nightmares in the small hours,
find a bottle, sit alone, try again to numb the pain
-Tom Laughlin

When in a restaurant, store, movie theatre, or park,
speak to all strangers encountered
When listening to music or watching a remotely sentimental film,
cry							
When sharing memories,
don’t worry too much about the truth
When any distant cousin dies,
go to the wake, even if it’s 120 miles away
When holiday dinner decorum is expected,
throw a roll across the table for a laugh
When tired or depressed,
pretend everything is fine
When asked about war service,
offer only rank and serial number
When it serves any small purpose,
lie
When the darkness of evening comes on,
drink
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Winter Hike with Lingering Silence, Will Rogers State Park, Los Angeles

Five crows atop eucalyptus trees
packed sand of desert hills
four slow horses hypnotizing their riders
a green-black phosphorescent hummingbird
three pink flowers in a tangled tunnel of vines
the scent of eucalyptus bark
a pair of rabbits eating scrub brush
sun shining off snow-topped mountains
an ocean view at Inspiration Point

holding hands finally
feeling the softened tips of your fingers
nails filed smooth now by this rocky hike

					

-Tom Laughlin

Home is Where You Are
Martha Clarkson
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Escape in Action
Ruiqi Ge
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The Intervention Committee
…the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which
they chose. Genesis 6:2
There is a sense that things are far from the center. I can no more explain this sense than the
catastrophes outside our window, a world churning with fire and crowds, tumult and shouting, tumbling
with the shifting categories of existence.
All is slipping away. Yet what most astonishes me is under my nose. When I move the obsidian
paperweight, I expect this clod of matter to remain. You deposit its black bulk to the right side of the
vase on the credenza, depart, and I return to find the stone mocking me on the left side of the vase. My
husband staunchly denies moving this sentimental keepsake.
I am experiential in nature. I relocate a government cup to the other side of the counter. I instruct
my husband not to touch it under any circumstances. The mug is emblazoned with yet another irredentist
slogan of our failing regime: Kesem Heights Is Ours.
I fall into an uneasy sleep. My husband is working late on a project for the Intervention Committee
that he discusses in language as light and vague as the brush of a feather.
When I wake, my husband is not in bed. I call his cell, and he answers groggily, as if he has fallen
asleep in a forbidden place, just before he recognizes his abysmal plight, the terrible mistake he has
committed. As I get coffee, the mug is on the other side of the counter.
Not long afterward my husband departs for good. Then all objects in my apartment sparkle like
burnished steel. I pick up each item, a pen purchased in Paris, a bong from Amsterdam, a heart-shaped
rock found on the banks of the Lev River, now in control of the Lower Coalition. They are all in their
rightful places. But they are not the original objects. They are facsimiles: visually and to touch, they are
perfect matches. But when I raise them to my nose, they smell fresh, as if newly minted. The Intervention
Committee has perfected creation ex nihilo long ago, but they have missed a crucial detail of reality.
Then the realization hits me like a stone hurled at my forehead. The world is forming and reforming
at a rate so fast it dupes all my sensations but one. They had not perfected smell! Heads will roll at the
Intervention Committee when some auditor discovers this tragic mistake.
I know what I must do: I have to go to the market, but decide to feign illness. In a half hour, I hear
soft footfalls behind me.

“Why the hell are you here?” I snap. Fuck him and fuck the Intervention Committee.
“I have to come here,” he answers, pleading. “You are part of my route. If you block my path, I’ll
be late, and I’ll never catch up.”
“I don’t care,” I say. “What’s it to me if you don’t catch up?”
“You must understand,” he stammers. “We’re stuck in place. For you, everything is in flux, but for
us, everything is fixed. Look how much has been lost already due to corporeal distractions. We lost Darom
Bottom yesterday. Maybe we’ll get it back, but maybe not… we are stretched thin. People still yearn for
the return of Kesem Heights, the merchandise is still rolling off the line, the hats, scarfs, bumper stickers,
and we can’t meet demand, and now we lost Darom Bottom! How can we handle that?” He gazes at me
with large, wet eyes. He spies the door again, and knows that I intend to keep him here, and begins to cry.
In the night I stroke his shoulder blades. I think he is asleep, but he is wide awake.
“What did you expect to find?” he asks. His eyes are shimmering spears of cobalt in the dim room.
He actually smiles. “Your husband was the same as me,” he says, placing a hand on my hip. “We came
here to fix things, but only made matters worse. The Intervention Committee is grueling work. There’s
no room for error. And that is all we make, errors.”
I do not have an idea, and it hardly matters. His hand wanders from my hip to my bottom, and he
is searching, lingering, and in a moment I straddle him, and he groans.
The baby cries in her bassinet. She has a mild fever, so I fail to take her to the park today. I should
be out and about, absent from my domestic space. Instead, I am stubbornly in place. He is wrong. My life
is not in constant flux. Sometimes, I am as static as stone. But we are both wrong: this is all an illusion.
We are neither fixed nor mutable. Then what are we? I hear a window open, and footfalls behind me.
Having a baby with an Intervention Man means nothing to the Intervention Committee. I have
to keep to my schedule, go about my regular business, and not deviate. The Intervention Men indulge
themselves in their illicit desires, and with each encounter, with each mistake, the world grows blurred,
chaotic, a bit closer to the end. Lines are smudged or erased. Even the wind slurs as if speaking a foreign
tongue. We are losing. Pieces of territory, our ancestral spaces, fall off the tree of our heritage like rotten
limbs, prey to the dark shapes and shadows of our fears. Mugs drift and shift as a thousand credenzas
turn to sand. The heavens and the earth drift closer each day - and the work of intervention fruitlessly
continues.
-Eric Maroney

He looks like my husband, but his brow is lower, as if he is trying to hide the fearful angle of his
eyes. A full mustache is crouched beneath his nose, soft and wide like a sable brush.
“You’re not supposed to be here,” he informs me sheepishly. I see an Intervention Committee Star
on his dark suit. He sees that I see the star.
“I live here,” I tell him. “You’re not supposed to be here.”
“At 11am on Wednesday you go to the Gan Eden Market,” he says, looking quickly at me and then
the door, which I happen to be blocking. In our current configuration he is trapped.
“I’m sick today,” I answer, faking a dry cough. He moves a theatrical step back.
“Do you have Pertussis-69,” he asks, fear speckled in his eyes like motes of dust. “There’ve been
cases of it in Tel-Horef.”
“I don’t know,” I answer, stepping toward him, happy to frighten an Intervention Man. “And what
if I did? You should get it as a punishment for sneaking around. What if I was in Tel-Horef yesterday
with my boyfriend, and he was sick, but I didn’t give a damn, and we fucked like animals even with his
hacking cough?”
“You don’t have a boyfriend in Tell-Horef,” he answers. “Or anywhere else. You haven’t had
relations with anyone since your divorce.”
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Inquest
He was not bullied, the bully lied.
We tried to help him. Really tried.
Such tragedy is what we dread
And this the cruellest, thought the Head.
Patient presented as depressed,
An adolescent lacking zest.
A soul in torment, said the priest.
So let us pray for the deceased.
Police. School. Photos. Interviews.
We ran the story in the news.
Think what he’d suffered long before
To make him think he could take no more.
How come we never knew each other,
Beloved friend and loving brother?
So much to live for. Why oh why
Did son and sunlight choose to die?

-Duncan Forbes

Departure Station
Vilam Leino
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OPPOSITE: Labryrinth Tunnel 3
ABOVE: Labryrinth Tunnel 2
Michael Henderson
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OPPOSITE: Tunnel Forget
ABOVE: Tunnel Return
Michael Henderson
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For the Loon
into this gaping cavern.
No more looming in my peripherals.

I won’t be closed in it.

I am putting my foot down.

The solemn cedars

I’m looking you in the eye:

know you. They know your ringing

the red rings around the black, gleaming
voice which pierces
beads—miniature Saturns,

and hollows them.

unblinking, orbiting

I’m not jealous, only impatient.

the circular lake.

Answer me. Answer me:

I am its ominous center.
The lake’s surface is so still it is glass,
My boat trembles. This doomed,

the silence so

murky task. This floating.

heavy

I’m making a study

it might break it.

of you. A portrait. Your iridescent green head

-James Champion

swivels, moonlit and multiplied in the silver
water’s reflection (your evil twins
surround you, rippling
conspiratorially). You are not symbolic,
you are only yourself.
You did not drown
my childhood with your black, webbed
feet. You did not deliver
my grandmother
her slow, shadowy death
in your wingspan. Your wingspan did not rip
the night open
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OPPOSITE TOP: Tunnelbana Album Friend Me
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Tunnelbana Album in Love Me
ABOVE: Tunnelbana Album Mamma and Young Me
Lisa Thomson
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The First Kiss

The Childhood that I Have Stolen from Yogi Berra

Little birds flutter inside my mouth

He pauses at the lip of the darkness. Love,

as two solitudes meet and greet

he says, is the fire in which the self is fire.
He lunges at the dragon, dreams of grass

each other in loneliness unsheathed.

along the blithe Italiano coast. Yogi
quotes the starlight, rages rages rages

She presents a silent aura of distress,

‘gainst the batting cage of life. His voice

as tips of tongues speak unsaid words.

is soft, attention focused on the jewel

I soften her armadillo-like carapace.

between his eyebrows. His mother

Locked in an embrace, galvanized by her runic scent,
I sense her esoteric soul was reserved for me.
My instantaneous love for her was meant to be.

tucks him into bed, puts an apple
in his bag. She writes him love notes, which
I steal, whose sentiments I steal: Dear
Lorenzo, Mio Bambino, The dragon in my heart
speaks only of my love for you. Love, it says.

The first kiss, the first of many hor d’oeuvres,

Is the fire in which the self is fire is the sun

is followed by a sumptuous meal

inside the mother is the teeth before which

she learned how to prepare at Le Cordon Bleu.

the darkness curls. In its mouth, the jewel
of consciousness twinkles, in its eyes,

We dine on bouillabaisse, black truffles,

the lunge begins; he dreams of salted grass,

quiche Lorraine, ratatouille and crepes Suzette.

rages rages rages like a flame.
						

Our musky-scented bodies twist and writhe,

-Philip Jason

wound round each other, spines entwined,
coiled together like snakes who mate for days.

-Milton Ehrlich
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Events and Digressions
When I moved to Nova Scotia, I loved getting letters from Brigit Pegeen Kelly, though I did not
hear from her often and each letter felt like a great event. She would scrawl a loving note in almost
illegible handwriting, and enclose it in a blank note card. I have a stack of beautiful cards from Brigit,
all different, all empty. The torn, handwritten messages, which I tried to save, often got misplaced. I
suppose she sent these elegant cards so I could reuse them but they seemed a metaphor for who she
was– “What I give, you can send to someone else as your gift.” She always said the very things that made
me feel good about myself. But what meant the most to me were her poems. When I read Brigit’s work a
veil is lifted and an essential world revealed.

“How much do you know?” he responded.
*
Let me digress. I used to correspond as well with the poet William Matthews. I’d met him in my
early twenties when he gave a poetry workshop at The Frost Place in New Hampshire. He was living in
Seattle then and when the workshop was over I wrote him:
“You probably won’t remember me. I was in your workshop, but I wanted to send some recent
poems. If you have any comments, I’d love to hear them.” I was willing to sound ridiculous. I didn’t
expect to hear back.

Every writer needs other writers who inspire them and who give feedback on work. Because
sharing writing is sharing the deepest part of oneself, when one is fortunate enough to have such a
community, writing is the opposite of lonely.

“Of course I remember you,” he responded the same week, and made helpful comments on lines
throughout the poems. He told me to send poems whenever I wanted and I did. His letters would come
soon after he received mine, and like Brigit’s, were filled with loving observances.

I met Brigit Pegeen Kelly when she won the Nation Discovery Award and read in Manhattan. My
friend Pat, who met Brigit at a workshop, invited me. Brigit was in her late twenties but looked younger,
her straight brown hair reaching her shoulders. I thought, looking at her, that people who are deeply
spiritual remain young. Her poems, however, were written by someone who’d lived a long time.

After I was divorced and living on my own with my children in Nova Scotia, receiving his
letters were events. “One thing I know,” he wrote, “is that when I find a letter from you in my mail I’m
delighted and open it first.”

When Brigit was awarded the Yale Younger Poet’s Award, she confided in Pat but asked her not
to tell anyone. Soon there were articles and interviews, but she wanted the anonymity to last as long as
possible. Yet, as modest as she was, she was as bold.
There are many examples. When she was in her teens, she entered a monastery and took a vow
of silence. A visiting nun told her, “Don’t ever leave this place; you were meant to be here.”
“But I left after a year,” Brigit told me.
“Did she see you had psychic abilities and religious talent?” I asked.
“No, she probably didn’t think I would fit in anywhere else.”
Brigit seemed to contain a centre of gravity so strong that what was significant found its way to
her. Brigit was an award winning poet. She’d married young and had children. When we met I had no
children, no books.
How excited I was when, shortly after moving to Nova Scotia, I wrote to Brigit to tell her I was
pregnant. Receiving her letter back, I felt like the first woman in the world about to deliver a child.
“How beautiful Caleb is,” she wrote after I sent her a photo of the baby. She told me my son was
lucky to be born into the life I offered him. I was surprised, when I visited Brigit briefly with Caleb a
few months after he was born, to find that Brigit had just had a baby too, her third child. Did she not
want to take the focus away from me, even by letting me know she was pregnant? It was as if her deeply
spiritual discipline discouraged her from calling attention to herself.
I hadn’t seen Brigit in ten years. So when she called in the spring of 1998, to tell me she and her
family wanted to fly up, I was excited. We would swim in a lake so clear we would see the sun’s rays
bend as they filtered to the bottom. We could talk about what we were reading. Best of all, we might
share recent poems.
I wrote to confirm the date she was planning to arrive. Then her husband called. He had never
called before and his voice filled me with dread.
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“What’s wrong?” I asked. “Is Brigit ok?”

“We do the strangest things to get what we need. Melodramatic moves in our lives, children,
strange liaisons and isolations, but with a little luck and bravery we find what we need, or what the
moves we’ve made make us need; stay in touch,” he wrote, “this is good for us both.”
In one of his letters he said he thought the secret of long marriage was second marriage. His
words gave me hope.
I invited him to visit Nova Scotia. “I won’t forget your offer of a place to rest. That time will
come,” he responded.
I wrote a poem about him called “Corresponding” in which I quoted lines from many of his
letters. I asked if I had permission to put the poem in my upcoming book, In Cannon Cave. Did he think
the poem good enough to include?
“You must include it,” he wrote back.
When the book was published, I sent him a copy. I’d thanked him in the acknowledgements and
it cheered me to think of him turning to that page. I was scheduled to give a reading in New York and
asked if we could meet when I was there.
“When you give me that hug your letter promises, you’ll be hugging a non-smoker,” Bill wrote,
telling me what day he was free and asking me to call.
As soon as I got to New York I left a message on his answering machine. A few days later the
phone rang and a young man asked for me. Then he said, “This is Sebastian, Bill Matthews’ son.”
“Is anything wrong?” I asked warily.
“My father died last week. He had a heart attack.” Poor young man. He was unprepared for the
howl that erupted from me, the sobs that followed.
I think of Bill often. I hear his loving voice, see his gentle face, and my heart quickens and fills
with sadness. And so, when Brigit’s husband called I feared that, once again I’d hear dreadful news.
*
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Brigit was diagnosed with breast cancer, her husband told me, and was having surgery during
the week. Very few people knew about this, he said. Brigit wanted me to hold her in the light at Quaker
meetings.
Brigit never did come to Nova Scotia. Over the next 15 years, we exchanged letters and I sent her
my books of poems. She never told me she was nominated for The Pulitzer Prize. I learned this from an
article in The New York Times.
When I sent her my last book, “Church of the Exquisite Panic: The Ophelia Poems,” she told me
often how lucky I was to live the life I was living. I did feel lucky, but her letters seemed to imply that
she did not have my good fortune. This baffled me. She had achieved what I could never hope to achieve.
Many years passed before I understood how lucky I was and still am.
The last email I sent I told her how much I would love her to visit Nova Scotia. She wrote back
that she did not think she’d be coming East. She hadn’t even met her youngest grandchild, who lived in
Vermont. A strange world we live in, she said.
I never heard from her again. In October, 2016, a friend called to tell me Brigit had died. I did not
know her illness had recurred. So much I did not know.
Bill pointed out weaknesses in lines in my poems. He suggested, at various times, I change the order
of the stanzas, or leave out completely the first few lines and sometimes the last lines. Brigit read a
manuscript of mine and recommended that I mix up the order and separate poems that addressed the
same topic. When I sent her my book “Church of the Exquisite Panic: The Ophelia Poems,” about women
whose voices were stolen, she wrote back thanking me, “God would be happy.”
I learned about the craft of poetry from both poets. But it was their generosity to me, that taught
me more. I learned that the way one lives and the way one writes directly impact each other. The two
can’t be separated. A poem will only come into its own if a writer is willing to go deeply into the poem
and explore the depth and shadow and mystery with courage. A poet must let the poem take unexpected
turns and tell the poet what may be difficult to accept.
Everyone fools themselves at times but when a poet is not honest in a poem, the work fails. This
is what Brigit and Bill showed me by the lives they lived and the poems they wrote. The impact of their
lives and their poetry was intensified for me because they so generously guided my own poems.
Poetry helps me enter, more deeply, the inner and outer world and make a connection between
the two. So does friendship, especially the mysterious friendships that live in letters and occasional
meetings, and in the intimate exchange of shared poems.
-Carole Glasser Langille

Alex Sarrigeorgiou Woodstock
Jeremy Dennis
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Parking Garage
I’ll find you in the ordinary
in painted lines, in perfect boxes,
in parking garages, in grocery stores,
stretches of asphalt after it rains,
families sitting down for dinner.
I see you in well kept secrets,
in primary colors.
Summer days, fall evenings,
warm coffee and eggs with breakfast.
Comfortable silence.
I’ll find you in anger, in desire, sadness, lust.
devotion.
Things known but unsaid.
All these ordinary things,
they are a given.
A condition of living in this world.
Still, they are dazzling to find in you.
How extraordinary it is
to love someone.
-Rebecca Northup

3 Ravens in a 1966 Pontiac GTO
Paul Valentine
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Wanyue An is a multidisciplinary artist who currently resides in Los Angeles. An MFA student with a Lillian Disney Scholarship
at the California Institute of the Arts, her work utilizes photography, sculpture, and video to explore the boundaries of the image
and individual existence. She has exhibited locally and internationally, including the “巢向内外”at the Tai Art Museum Shanghai
in 2021, the solo exhibition “Fragile” at the Phyllis Gill Gallery in 2020, the “Sensual Group Show” in 2019, and the “Ominous
Music Plays “at the Sweeney Art Gallery Los Angeles in 2019.
Audra Burwell is a creative writing major with a strong emphasis on fantasy-themed, novel-length fiction and allegorical poetry.
She studies at California State University Fresno where she is aiming for a Master of Fine Arts degree. She is currently employed
by Fresno State’s Kremen Department as a Communications Assistant where she designs articles, media advisories, website
content, press releases, and flyers that advocate for numerous college programs and that promote the student body on campus.
She also simultaneously works for A Book Barn in Old Town Clovis and for their sub-business, HBE Publishing, where she has
held a position for over six years.
James Champion (he/him/his) is from Whitehall, Michigan. He has a bad habit of looking only at his shoes as he walks place
to place, but this makes arrival, and the sky, a constant surprise. You can find him online at @jameslchampion on Instagram or
Twitter.
Martha Clarkson’s writing and photography can be found in F-Stop, Clackamas Literary Review, Seattle Review, Portland Review, Black
Box Gallery, Tulane Review, Feminine Rising, and Nimrod, Tipton Poetry Journal, Rattle and many more. She has two notable short stories
in Best American Short Stories. Martha attended University of Oregon’s Creative Writing Program, and was a past poetry editor
for Word Riot. www.marthaclarkson.com
Jessie Cunningham-Reid trained as a painter at the National Art School in Sydney under David Serisier, Stephen Little, Rodney
Pople and others. She has been named amongst the finalists of the Georges River Art Prize (2021) and the Lethbridge 20000
(2021). Her work is included in the National Art School Archive Collection. She has held solo exhibitions and as part of group
shows nationally and internationally. During the Covid-19 lockdown she launched her own magazine called Special Issues celebrating
local Melbourne artists with a focus on mental health and feminism. It satirises traditional fashion magazines and uses punk-style
methodologies to uncover systemic structures of the patriarchy.
Jeremy Dennis is a contemporary fine art photographer and a tribal member of the Shinnecock Indian Nation in Southampton,
NY. In his work, he explores indigenous identity, culture, and assimilation. Dennis was one of 10 recipients of a 2016 Dreamstarter
Grant from the national non-profit organization Running Strong for American Indian Youth. He was awarded $10,000 to pursue
his project, On This Site, which uses photography and an interactive online map to showcase culturally significant Native American
sites on Long Island, a topic of special meaning for Dennis, who was raised on the Shinnecock Nation Reservation. He also
created a book and exhibition from this project. Most recently, Dennis received the Creative Bursar Award from Getty Images
in 2018 to continue his series Stories. Dennis holds an MFA from Pennsylvania State University, State College, PA, and a BA in
Studio Art from Stony Brook University, NY.
Milton P. Ehrlich Ph.D. is a 90-year-old psychologist and a veteran of the Korean War. He has published many poems in
periodicals such as the London Grip, Arc Poetry Magazine, Descant Literary Magazine, Wisconsin Review, Red Wheelbarrow, Christian Science
Monitor, and the New York Times.
Trisha Faye is a trans poet and writer whose poetry has previously appeared in Gyroscope Review, Variant Literature, and Oyster River
Pages. Her poetry is forthcoming in the zine Dream House. She is currently at work on her first collection of poems.
Sam Floyd is presently enrolled in the MFA program in creative writing at Eastern Kentucky University’s Bluegrass Writers
Studio. He lives in the Crescent Hill neighborhood (Motto: “How often does the train go by? So often you won’t even notice.”)
of Louisville, Kentucky, in an old red brick house, with his devoted K-9 Unit, Scout, and a large oak tree out back.
Duncan Forbes. British poet. Duncan’s poems have been published by Faber, Secker and Enitharmon, who brought out a Selected
Poems in 2009, drawn from five previous collections. For his most recent collection of poems, Human Time (2020), see www.
duncanforbes.com . He read English at Oxford and has taught for many years.
Ruiqi Ge is from Xi’an, Shaanxi Province, currently living in London. She doesn’t consider herself an absolute artist, but an
experimental artist, a video creator, and her works are mostly video, installation, and short film productions. The works involve
the study of gender, the boundaries of violence, and humor, and they tend not to be too aggressive or too serious. Instead, she
presents different sides of the story with humor and wit.
Lăcră Grozăvescu is a Romanian photographer and painter who excels in the use of colors combinations and texture, focusing
on documenting space and the feeling implied by that particular space. She explores the connection between the external and
internal and the transition from material to spiritual, from human to divine. The colors Lăcră uses in her work create a sense of
rhythm and harmony, inviting the viewer to step into a magical and blissful world.
Michael Henderson is a multi-media artist. He received his MFA from the University of North Texas and attended the Whitney
Independent Study Program. His work has been exhibited in the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, the Dallas Museum of Art,
the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell University, the Islip Art Museum in East Islip, NY, Artists Space, NY, and in
galleries throughout the U.S. Henderson is a professor of art and chair of the Department of Art at Sam Houston State University.
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Leah Halper grew up in the US and Latin America, and learned to want and appreciate changes of worlds, perspectives, and
casts of characters. She has worked as a printer, coffee picker, house-cleaner, reporter, peace and justice activist, teacher, caregiver,
mediator, and translator. She writes plays, essays, and short stories.
Hannah Henson, an experimental Welsh Fine artist studying at Trinity Saint David’s in Swansea. Exploring mediums such as
photography, drawing, print, ceramic, video and sound. Curious of people and nature. Reflecting natural form. Passionate about
feminism, classism and oppression. Drawn to performance of the spoken word. She finds herself using her practise to process
and confront her complicated emotions towards personal events and relationships in her life.
Hua Huang is a contract photographer for Tuchong.com (China’s largest commercial photo agency); Intermediate member of
China Folklore Photography Association (One of the most influential China Photography Associations) Hua started photography
in 2001.
Heikki Huotari attended a one-room school and spent summers on a forest-fire lookout tower. Since retiring from academia/
mathematics, he has published poems in numerous literary journals, including Spillway, The American Journal of Poetry and Willow
Springs. His fifth collection, When Correlation Is Causation, will be available in early 2022.
Philip Jason’s stories can be found in magazines such as Prairie Schooner, The Pinch, and Ninth Letter; his poetry in Spillway, Lake
Effect, and Summerset Review. His first poetry collection, I Don’t Understand Why It’s Crazy to Hear the Beautiful Songs of Nonexistent Birds,
is forthcoming from Fernwood Press.
Mariana Jiménez Arango is a Colombian photographer, editor, and writer. After earning her Bachelor’s degree in Philosophy,
she has worked in publishing houses and as a freelance photographer. She has also participated twice in Hacedores Jóvenes’
auctions. She is currently established in Montréal, Québec, where she is working on her first chapbook and exploring the nature
of questions and language through her multi-disciplinary craft.
Mark Keane has taught for many years in universities in North America and the UK. Recent short story fiction has appeared in
Raconteur, Into the Void, Night Picnic, Rumble Fish, Firewords, From Sac, Cough Syrup, the Dark Lane and What Monsters Do
for Love anthologies, and Best Indie Speculative Fiction 2021. He lives in Edinburgh (Scotland).
Tom Laughlin is a professor at Middlesex Community College in Massachusetts where he teaches creative writing, literature, and
composition courses, as well as coordinating a visiting writer series.  His poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in Green Mountains
Review, Ibbetson Street, Drunk Monkeys, Sand Hills Literary Magazine, and elsewhere. His poetry chapbook, The Rest of the Way, is
forthcoming from Finishing Line Press.
Carole Glasser Langille is the author of 5 books of poetry, 2 collections of short stories, 2 children’s books and a non-fiction
book, Doing Time, about giving writing workshops in prison. She has been nominated for The Governor General’s Award, The
Atlantic Poetry Prize and the Alistair MacLeod for Short Fiction.
Vilma Leino is a Finnish born, Berlin based photographer. She has been using photography as a medium since 2015. Her work
focuses on self-portraiture, which she uses to reflect inner emotions, solitude, memories and personal experiences. In her work,
she creates female characters with untold stories and experiments with strong color schemes, composition and the human body.
The photographs often balance between beauty and horror, and she uses humor as an aspect to lighten up darker subjects. Her
photographs are a one-woman show, where being in control and the fear of losing it are in constant dialogue, forming a story
about personal growth, where fears are forming into strength.
Sarah Legow is a sculpture, video, text and installation artist living in Porto, Portugal. Exhibition venues have included Grizzly
Grizzly (Philadelphia), the Jane Addams Hull House Museum (Chicago), Third Space Gallery (New Brunswick, Canada), the
Wassaic Project (Wassaic, NY) and the CICA Museum (South Korea, forthcoming in 2022). She earned an MFA from the
University of Pennsylvania (2016), BFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (2011), and BA in Art History from
Grinnell College (2005).
Eric Maroney is the author of two books of nonfiction, Religious Syncretism (2006) and The Other Zions (2010). His mixed genre
book, The Torah Sutras, was published in 2019. His short fiction has appeared in twenty-five literary journals and publications. He
is a regular fiction and nonfiction reviewer for Colorado Review. He works at Cornell University, and lives in the hills outside of
Ithaca, NY, with his wife and two children.
Ben Miller is the author of River Bend Chronicle: The Junkification of a Boyhood Idyll Amid the Curious Glory of Urban Iowa (Lookout
Books, www.riverbendchronicle.com) His writing has appeared in Best American Essays, Best American Experimental Writing, Kenyon
Review, Raritan, One Story, AGNI, New England Review, Yale Review, Southern Review, Fiction International, and other venues. His awards
include creative writing fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study at
Harvard University, as well as grants from the South Dakota Arts Council and the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women
in America.
MOSAZ (Zijun Zhao), graduated from Central Academy of Fine Arts in China, and currently she is a senior student at School
of Visual Arts in New York City. Almost all her drawings are based on the recognition and pride of her Asian identity. Also
conflict between real life and illusional world. Including her point of views on life and death, value and self- cognition, losing
herself and finding it back. Every drawing is a process of quarreling with herself that she is creating a world without logic but
with order, where she has an opportunity to feel safe for facing up to herself.
Jennifer Moses is the author of seven books of fiction and nonfiction, most recently The Man Who Loved His Wife, a collection
of short stories. (Mayapple Press.) Her work has also been anthologized in The Pushcart Prizes and New Stories from the South: The
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Year’s Best. She is also a painter.
Dominique Muñoz is a Guatemalan American artist using photography as a medium for world-building. He received his BFA in
Photography and Film from Virginia Commonwealth University. In 2016, he became Clark Construction’s first Photographer-inResidence. This experience presented him with his first solo exhibition at the National Building Museum. Shortly after, Dominique
worked for Framebridge as their In-house photographer, setting a visual brand identity, rooted within authenticity and nostalgia.
Rebecca Northup is a 22-year-old recent graduate from University of California, Santa Cruz. There, she studied literature and
visual art, honing a passion for creative writing and painting. Currently, she is living and working in her hometown of Los Angeles,
California. Rebecca has previously self-published four collections of poetry and is currently working on a collection of visual art
and poetry to be published in 2022.
Eric Pankey is the author of many collections of poetry and a book of essays. His most recent book is Not Yet Transfigured
(Orison Books 2021). He teaches in the MFA program at George Mason University.
Helge Paulsen is a freelance journalist, author, and art photographer. He holds a PhD with an emphasis in sociology of culture,
art theory, and art history. His work has been exhibited widely. www.artpromotor.com.
Stephanie Pritchard received her MFA from the Vermont College of Fine Arts in creative writing with a concentration in poetry.
She teaches in the English and Creative Writing department at SUNY Oswego and is the recipient of the Provost’s Award for
Teaching Excellence.
Timothy Resau’s writings have appeared in Superpresent, The Decant Review, Red Wolf Editions, e.ratio, Green Ink Poetry, The Sparrow’s
Trombone, Better than Starbucks,  Fictional Café, BlazeVOX, Ephemeral Elegies, The Metaworker, KGB Bar Literary Journal, among
others, and is forthcoming in Abstract Magazine, Poet Anthology, Soul-Lit, and Poetica. His web site is: words-by-tim.com.
Luke Roe is a young father and English student residing in the Pacific Northwest. His poems have appeared in Wire Harp, Angry
Old Man, Red Savina, and others. He served as RiverLit Magazine’s Poet in Residence in 2015 and was the recipient of the Baldasty
Award for Poetry in 2020.

Gemini Wahhaj has a PhD in creative writing from the University of Houston. Her fiction has appeared in Granta, Cimarron
Review, The Carolina Quarterly, Crab Orchard Review, Chattahoochee Review, Apogee, Silk Road, Night Train, and Northwest Review, among
others. She attended the University of Pennsylvania for her undergraduate degree in materials science and engineering and
Princeton University for a Master in Public Affairs. She teaches English at the Lone Star College in Houston. An excerpt of her
Young Adult manuscript The Girl Next Door was published in Exotic Gothic Volume 5. In Bangladesh, she was a regular writer for
the Daily Star newspaper and weekend magazine. Awards: James A. Michener award for fiction at the University of Houston
(awarded by Inprint), honorable mention in Atlantic student writer contest 2006, honorable mention in Glimmer Train fiction
contest Spring 2005, and the prize for best undergraduate fiction at the University of Pennsylvania, judged by Philip Roth. She is
the editor of the magazine cat5review.wordpress.com.
Kelly Wang is a photographer and filmmaker based in London. Seeing the unseen is Kelly’s way of approaching any given topic.
Psychology, philosophy and fantasy are the founding themes in their projects. Their works usually explore the topics of identity,
Cyberpunk aesthetic and Pop Culture. Kelly’s love for music and films inspired their artistic visions. They use art as a weapon to
express feelings and thoughts. Kelly finds it easier to understand the world around them through art and hopes to connect with
people who are struggling to find a place in this world.
Paul Ward is a train driver for the New York City subway system, as well as a film and digital photographer who has been shooting
figurative nudes since the late 90s. This is his first appearance in print. More work and contact info is viewable at http://www.
paulwardphoto.net/.
Zimo Zhao is a mutidisciplinary artist, she is a photographer, painter and illustrator. She received her BFA in painting department
from Renmin University in 2019(China) and MFA from California Institute of the Arts in 2022 (United States). Her work takes
a critical view of social events which have happened in the world and have a profound impact on our contemporary social
environment. Often referencing social violent events, online celebrity culture and female security problems, using her body as
a medium to critique and put herself into the fantasy scene which she created. And she also makes self-portraits to explore
and communicate with herself. Zimo Zhao has exhibited widely, including SFAI 150 A Spirit of Disruption in San Francisco Art
Institute, Upstream Gallery in New York, and Three Turns Exhibition at Miami Beach. She was awarded by Lillian Disney Grant
and Bartman Grant. And Now she lives in Los Angeles.

James Sanders is a member of the Atlanta Poets Group, a writing and performing collective (http://atlantapoetsgroup.blogspot.
com/). He was included in the /2016 BAX: Best American Experimental Writing/ anthology. His most recent book, Self-Portrait in
Plants, was published in 2015. The University of New Orleans Press also recently published the group’s An Atlanta Poets Group
Anthology: The Lattice Inside.
Hal Shipman is a photographer and writer, born in Texas. His photographic work includes straight image, as well as work in
mixed media with text. A native Texan, Hal now lives in Chicago where, 33 years after finishing his undergraduate studies, he will
begin his MFA in the Photography program at the School of the Art Institute this Fall.  
Andrew Snow is a visual artist currently living in Philadelphia. It was the streets of Philadelphia that started his current work.
Through combining his writing with found/personal objects, the viewer gets to interact with a form of self-portraiture different
from the norm. Writing doesn’t always have to stay 2D just as he believes his work no longer has to be just a painting. Sometimes
a piece wants to be an embroidery, or a glass etching, or even a batik. He lets the writing dictate its own outcome in the studio.
Brad Stumpf is a Chicago-based interdisciplinary artist from St. Louis, Missouri. He attended the School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, where he graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 2015.
Lisa Thomson is a Canadian photographer and journalist who lives and works in Washington, DC. Her street photography
centers on capturing the personalities of people she meets with as little intervention or direction as possible. She’s interested in
the curious generosity of people who agree to share themselves with a stranger they meet in passing.
Leslie Tucker earned her BFA from Manhattanville College and completed post-graduate work at Parsons School of Design.
Tucker’s recent exhibitions include “Robo Art,” i.d.e.a. Museum, Mesa, AZ (2021-2022); “These Years,” Photoville Festival,
Brooklyn Bridge Park (2021); “Devotionals,” Martin Art Gallery, Muhlenberg College, Allentown, PA (2019); “Discontent,”
Cumberland Gallery, Nashville (2018); “Women At Work,” Ground Floor Gallery, Brooklyn (2018); and “Currents,” A.I.R. Gallery
Biennial, Brooklyn (2018). Tucker’s photographic constructions have been awarded first prize in Creative Quarterly’s International
Juried Competition, Journal of Art & Design (2016 and 2017). Tucker resides in Manhattan’s East Village and rents studio space
in Bushwick.
Paul Valentine graduated from the University of Tennessee with a Bachelor of Architecture. He worked as a museum exhibit
designer, and as an architectural designer in commercial and residential construction. He has exhibited artwork and painted murals
in Qatar, Russia, Italy, New Zealand, Nicaragua, and the United States, as well as participated in a 9 month Artist in Residency
at the FireStation Museum in Qatar. He has dedicated a significant portion of his life to exploring the natural world, having
backpacked over 7,000 miles of long-distance trails including walking across the US twice on the Appalachian Trail and Pacific
Crest Trail, and the Te Araroa Trail in New Zealand. The impact of this time in the natural world has had on his work cannot be
overstated.
Lenore Weiss’s poetry collections form a trilogy about love, loss, and being mortal: Cutting Down the Last Tree on Easter Island (West
End Press, 2012); Two Places (Kelsay Books, 2014), and The Golem (Hakodesh Word Press, 2017). Her most recent poetry chapbook
is From Malls to Museums (Ethelzine, 2020). Alexandria Quarterly Press published her prize-winning flash fiction chapbook, Holding
on to the Fringes of Love. She volunteers at Chapter510, a writing center for children of color in Oakland, California where she
lives with Zebra the Brave and Granola the Shy.
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